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Length Item No.
150 00-07-0019
190 00-07-0020
250 00-07-0021
285 00-07-0022
310 00-07-0023
320 00-07-0024
350 00-07-0025
380 00-07-0026
390 00-07-0027
555 00-07-0028
590 00-07-0029

・Thank you for purchasing one of our TAKEGAWA's products. Please strictly follow the following instructions in installing and using the products.
・Before installing the products, please be sure to check the product contents. Should you have any questions about the products, please contact your local motorcycle dealer.

◎ We do not take any responsibility for any accident or damage whatsoever arising from the use of the kit not in conformity with the instructions in the manual.
◎ We shall be held free from any responsibility or compensation whatsoever for any glitch in the parts other than ours if the glitch takes place after the installation and use of the
　products.
◎ If you make modifications to any product, we shall be held free from any guarantee of the product.
◎ You are kindly requested not to contact us about the combination of our products with other manufacturers'.
◎ Please note that this kit is designed for exclusive use in the above-mentioned fitting models only and that this kit cannot be installed to any other mdoels.
◎ This product is just a repair part for setting an oil line to the oil cooler. So, please take note that this product alone does not work, and please make use of this product in 　　
　combination with an oil cooler kit suitable for the bike.

Read all instructions first before starting the installation

◎Please be informed that, mainly because of improvement in performance, design changes, and cost increase, the product specifications and prices are subject to change without
　prior notice.
◎ This manual should be retained for future reference.

～Product Contents～

～ Installation Instructions～

２．Prepare an oil container,and unfasten four socket cap screws holding a cylinder-　
　　head right-side cover.
３．Clean up the mounting surface of the cylinder-head right-side cover. 　　　

　　And fix a provided O-ring to the oil cooler unit.     　　

Oil Cooler Unit Instruction Manual (for Slimline Hose)

Optional parts

４．Attach oil cooler unit.
　　And tighten the socket cap screws to the specified torque.

１．Make sure that the bike is secure on a sidestand.

Oil hose (Slimline)

length in units of mm

Item No.
Fitting

：０７―０７―００１７
：Monkey & Gorilla equipped with Super Head 4V+R

◎ Please note: Illustrations and photos may vary from the actual hardware.

※ Please order repair parts with the Repair Part Item No. Without the repair
　part item No., we may not be able to provide the correct parts.
　Some parts are only available as a set. Please order them with the set 　
　number.
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　Check that the engine is cool enough.

　※ Fix the cooler unit being careful not to jam the O-ring.
５．Secure connect the oil cooler hose.
　※Please note that parts such as the oil cooler and the cooler unit get highly heated 　
　　after the engine start-up.

　Caution: Apply the specified torque.
　Torque: 4 N・m (0.4 kgf・m)

 ・Work only when the engine and muffler are cool. (Otherwise, you will burn you.)
 ・Do the installation with right tools. (Otherwise, breakage of parts or injuries to you may take place.)
 ・Always use a torque wrench to screw bolts and nuts tight and securely to the specified torque.
　 (Otherwise, these parts may get damaged or fall off, resulting in accidents.) 　　
 ・As some products and frames have sharp edges or protruding portions, please work with your hands protected. (Otherwise, you will suffer injuries.)
 ・Before riding, always check every hardware for slack in parts like screws. If you find slack ones, screw them securely up to the specified torque. 　
　 (Otherwise, improper tightening may cause parts to come off.)
　・Route an oil hose so it does not get in the way of driver’s operation or does not interfere with a muffler.
　 (If the oil hose comes off or melts down, the oil will leak, resulting in an outbreak of fire or an engine trouble.)     　
　・Always change the O-ring with a new one at every disassembly. The reuse of the used O-ring will cause a technical trouble mainly because of the oil leak.

The following show the envisioned possibility of injuries to human bodies and property damage as a result of disregarding the
following cautions.CAUTION

O-ring
O-ring

No. Part Name Qty Repair Part Item No. in packs of
1 Oil cooler unit 1
2 O-ring set 1 00-00-0362 1
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